
STEP BY STEP
HOW TO CONNECT TO



Important information

You have to accept all bookings, RU (Rentals United) can not 
cancel a reservation on your behalf. Only the guest can and once 
it’s been cancelled in Ostrovok  it will automatically be removed 
in RU or in your PMS

Bookings

Make sure your prices, calendars and minimum stay are 100% 
updated in RU. Once you push you will overwrite what you 
previously had in Ostrovok. It can not be undone

Responsibility

You will only send your daily rates, calendar and minimum stay 
to Ostrovok. You need to add taxes and extra fees directly in 
Ostrovok, as well as content, amenities and photos

Synchronization

The local currency that you have in Ostrovok  is what you also 
have to push from RU. This is regardless of what currency you 
have in RU. We use a special currency converter for this without 
exchange rate. See how to use it in point 1

Currency

You need to charge the guest yourself, you can find the credit 
card details in the booking details in RU for 10 days

Payments
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1. How to map properties together

Before you start :

Check what currency you have in Ostrovok

Make a note of your Hotel ID from Ostrovok Extranet- you will need to enter it in RU. Please note, if you see 01, 02, 03 etc in the end of your 
ID please remove them. For example, Hotel ID 123232701 needs to be entered as 1232327 in RU.

Go to Add channels and select Ostrovok. Click on “Property settings”



In Property settings enter your Hotel ID, select the currency you have in Ostrovok, not the currency you have in RU. This is very important 
otherwise you will send wrong prices to Ostrovok. Select a mark up if you wish to cover for the commission Ostrovok charges you.



Map the corresponding property in RU to your Ostrovok Hotel ID in order to link the 2 properties together. Finish by "Save group"



2. How to activate rates and calendars

Your new group has been created, but you have not yet pushed your rates, calendar and minimum stay. To do this, click on “Activate”

Price and calendar not activated

Price and calendar activated



3. What rates and calendars am I sending ?

Go to your group, click on Manual Options



Current week is shown per default. Select other dates in the calendar and click "calculate" to see more dates

1 You will see what calendar is sent, 0 or 1 property to sell

2 The price per day is in the currency you have selected in the mapping step. The price includes the mark up if 
you have added one

3 Minimum stay
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Important !
Final Check:
Go into the Ostrovok extranet and check that 
the rates, calendar and minimum stay that 
you pushed from RU are showing correctly in 
Ostrovok. It may take up to 10 minutes for a 
year to be displayed.



4. Common errors

Wrong Hotel ID entered. If you get this error, it means you have inserted an incorrect Hotel ID.
Make sure you add correct your Hotel ID.

Please note, For example, Hotel ID 123232701 needs to be entered as 1232327 in Rentals United.



5.How to force block calendars in RU
In case of emergency you can use advanced options and block certain dates or change prices to Ostrovok only. It will not affect other 
channels. Go in My Channels > Ostrovok > Property settings



Go to your group, click on Manual Options

Select the dates you wish to change. You can only change 6 months at a time

Scroll to the left (horizontally) to see all dates
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To force change the availability start by changing from 1 to 0

Click on the green arrow to copy this change to all the dates you previously selected in the calendar

All your availability has now been blocked- only to Ostrovok.
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Don’t forget to send changes to Ostrovok after each block. If you need to block a year, you need to do it twice To unblock follow the same 
steps. If you want to force change prices or minimum stay it's the same process. 
Important : Go to the Ostrovok extranet and make sure the dates are blocked.



6. How to close a property - 3 steps
If you don’t manage a property anymore and want to close it you need to the following: 
Start by closing the calendar in RU. If you work with a PMS, block the calendar in your PMS instead. 

Go to My Channels > Ostrovok > Property settings 

Please note: By deactivating you will only stop the push of rates, calendar and minimum stay to Agoda. The property will still be open and 
bookable in Ostrovok  if you don’t block your calendar as in step 1.

To close a property in Ostrovok, you need to contact your account manager in Ostrovok


